A Personalized Pathway to Approval for
Oncology and Rare Disease Innovations

The first fully integrated CRO devoted to oncology and rare disease
Precision for Medicine uniquely combines the power
of advanced biomarker expertise with deep, handson knowledge of the specific challenges and optimal
solutions in executing clinical trials for oncology and
rare disease. The result: a personalized approach that
accelerates the pathway to approval for innovative
therapies.

level, using biomarkers to link specific mutations to

■ Clinical development planning that includes the
path to commercialization

development pathway.

■ Clean molecular and clinical outcomes data
for targeted small and highly defined patient
populations

deep data from advanced technological platforms,
then layer on specialized expertise in the design
and execution of targeted, adaptive clinical trials.
Ultimately, we deliver robust insights that inform
real-time decisions—and optimize the oncology
■ We integrate clinical development, specialty
assays, and biomarker data management and
analytics to enhance predictability and accelerate
proof-of-concept

■ Better insights into a product’s mechanism of
action and potential for treatment effect

■ At every resource level our oncology team has an
average of 18+ years of experience, spanning the

■ Accelerated development pathway to proof-ofconcept
■ Global footprint to conduct precision medicine
trials at scale

We know oncology

specific treatments. We combine deep science with

full range of tumor and study types
■ Our turnkey Oncology Site Network carefully
aligns capabilities to protocol requirements,
expediting start-up and delivering predictable
high quality

Precision medicine is revolutionizing the attack on
cancer—and we are passionate about helping you
harness its power. We strike tumors on a molecular

■ Seasoned oncology CRAs focus on just one or
two trials at a time, staying through every phase
as specialists in your trial

One core team executes globally to achieve both your biomarker and clinical endpoints
Rapid Start-Up

Clinical Development Planning

Site Network

Clinical study design

Global regulatory affairs and
consulting

Clinical trial pathway and
regulatory approval strategy

CTA management

Evidence development planning
Time-to-market strategy

Clinical Trial Execution

Companion diagnostic strategy

Site monitoring and advocacy

Clinical data review with
Smart Patient Profiles
Medical monitoring

Safety processing and
reporting

Biometric Services
Data management
Adaptive designs

CDISC conversions
DMC support

Translational bioinformatics

Precision

Specialty Lab Coordination
Assay design and execution
Oncology biomarker design

Global sample processing
and logistics

Global biobanking

Patient-centric kitting

We know rare disease

Rare disease trials target small patient populations
spread over a wide geographic area—creating
regulatory hurdles, coordination challenges, and
cultural barriers. Success demands an experienced
team. Our specialized rare disease expertise begins
with a deep knowledge of unique patient issues,
then spans everything from protocol development to
regulatory affairs to biostatistics, making us singularly
qualified to help you address the complex challenges
of rare disease trials.
■ We combine work with patient advocacy
groups and key opinion leaders with advanced
biostatistics and specialized knowledge—an
award-winning, pioneering technique
■ Our uniquely patient-centric approach addresses
the needs and concerns of every patient,
maximizing recruitment, retention, and good
outcomes
■ Deep knowledge of the precise proof points
regulators require—and the means of establishing
clinical verification—help expedite Orphan Drug
Designation
■ Unparalleled education of healthcare providers,
patients, and caregivers supports short-term
patient recruitment and develops long-term
product demand

Start-to-finish specialty lab and oncology
biomarker solutions at scale

New drug applications with biomarkers are three
times more likely to be approved than applications
without biomarkers. That’s why our scientists
collaborate with sponsors to determine the correct
biomarker strategy for a specific trial. Led by
seasoned researchers and scientists, we then
seamlessly integrate biomarker identification with trial
design strategy, patient enrollment and segmentation,
sample protection, and clinical trial execution. No
other CRO offers the clinical trial operations and
specialty lab services of Precision for Medicine, and
we offer it all under one roof.

Sample protection

■ Ensuring integrity and traceability of sample from
draw to lab
■ Globally scalable sample management solutions

Assay design and execution

■ Protein, molecular biology, and imaging assays
■ Custom assays, renowned technical team, and
compliant scale-up

Data delivery

■ Proprietary big data analytics platform to deliver
data, conduct translational analyses, and simplify
regulatory submissions

Translational bioinformatics

■ Trial and regulatory infrastructure to take
biomarker through diagnostic development and
global filing process

Winner of the ROAR Awards
“Best Orphan Drug CRO”
for 2 consecutive years.

1200+

experts delivering
oncology solutions

Wherever your trial is, we’re there

With clinical trial resources across North America,
Europe, Australia, and much of ASIA-PAC, we are
everywhere your trialclinical
needs to
be. With real-time
services
sampling processing in over 50 countries, we have
a lab near your trial, so your samples stay fresh and
translational sciences
are processed on time.
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To learn how Precision for Medicine can accelerate your
trial, please contact us at info@precisionformedicine.com
or visit precisionformedicine.com.
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